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ABSTRACT

We obtained 17.9% cell efficiency on thin and large mc-Si REC wafers using ECN’s metal-wrap-through (MWT) concept.

Optimization of several cell processing steps led to an increase of more than 2% absolute in cell efficiency. With these cells

36-cell modules were manufactured at 100% yield in our industry scale module pilot line. The highest module efficiency

obtained (as independently confirmed by JRC-ESTI) was 17%. In this module the average cell efficiency was 17.8%; this

shows a small difference between cell and module efficiency. Copyright # 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To reach grid parity, PV industry focuses on obtaining

higher efficiencies, while simultaneously reducing

material and process costs. In this article we will show

that this goal can be obtained with ECN’s integrated metal-

wrap-through (MWT) cell and module concept. Both can

be manufactured with a very high yield, which is another

requirement to be industrially viable. To underline our

motivation for developing the ECN-MWT cell and

module concept, first conventional H-pattern processing

and bottlenecks are explained.

Conventional solar cells are based on so-called H-

pattern front-side metallization: two large busbars with

connecting fingers on the front side and two large

busbars or pads on the full aluminum rear side. In

module fabrication the front and rear side of in series

placed solar cells are interconnected with tabbing strips or

ribbons.

Several problems that reduce yield and efficiency can

occur in H-pattern cell and module fabrication; some

are illustrated in Figure 1.

Higher efficiencies and related higher currents increase

the series resistance in the module’s interconnection

material. A higher series resistance is also caused by an

increase in the finger length when larger cells are used (1).

Reducing the finger length by using three busbars will

increase the shading losses due to higher metallization

coverage (2). Cell bowing due to the full aluminum

rear-side metallization can lead to increased breakages

during module manufacturing process, in particular for

thinner cells (3). Additional cell breakages can be

expected at the edges of thin cells by the tabbing material

used in conventional module manufacturing (4). Also, the

soldering of the strips creates a highly stressed surface

that may lead to increased breakages during module

manufacturing (5).

These drawbacks are overcome by the ECN-MWT cell

and module concept [1]. In Figure 2 a photo of an ECN-

MWT cell is shown. In one cell, 16 unit cell structures

(4� 4) are used. In the middle of the unit cell structure a

laser hole is drilled through which the emitter metal

contacts are wrapped, realizing all electrical contacts on

the rear. An illustration of the cross-section of the ECN-
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MWT cell can be seen in Figure 3. The design of the metal

patterning of the ECN-MWT solar cell is significantly

different as compared to MWT designs by other groups [2–

4]. As already described above, the ECN-MWT cell uses

unit cell structures while others use pattern design based on

straight lines. In the ECN-MWT design only 16 holes are

required, while others need much more holes (in the order

of 100) for their design is based on lines. An additional

advantage of the ECN-MWT design is that it allows a very

easy up-scaling of the wafer size by a simple addition of

more unit cell structures without increases in series

resistance or shading losses. In previous work by ECN and

by others [2–4] it was demonstrated that a significant gain

in efficiency can be obtained using a MWT concept as

compared to the conventional H-pattern processing. For the

ECN-MWT cell and other MWT cell designs, the

metallization front-side coverage of about 5.5% resulted

in a 2–3% relative gain in JSC as compared to an H-pattern

cell with had a metallization coverage of 7.5% [1–6].

For the ECN-MWT module manufacturing a low-

series resistance is obtained by contacting the cells to

a conductive foil using a conductive adhesive (CA). For

H-pattern cells, it was already demonstrated using damp-

heat and thermal-stress tests that the application of

CAs between busbars and tabs provides low-stress

interconnection and a highly stable contact [7]. ECN’s

MWT conductive foil for interconnection is covered with

an isolation layer with local openings. On these locations

the CA is printed which connects the cell to the foil. This

way of module fabrication of ECN-MWT solar cells results

in a high yield, especially even for thin cells. As the

cells are glued on the foil using a CA no soldering stress

or stress at the edges of the cells is present. Additionally,

this method of module fabrication allows a higher packing

density as no tabs are needed in between the cells. Also,

the required area for bussing can be omitted, as this is

integrated in the function of the interconnection foil and

thus no additional area is needed. The use of the conducting

foil allows more efficient current collection over the whole

cell area as compared to conventional 2mm tabs. Finally,

module manufacturing can be done 3–8 times as fast

(depending on module size) as conventional module

fabrication up to the lamination process. It has been

demonstrated that a 2% relative gain in FF and a 1%

relative gain in JSC can be obtained at the module level

[1,8].

The module integration of these cells, where the

advantage of the ECN-MWT cell concept is most evident,

resulted in world record module efficiency for mc-silicon

of 17.0% [9]. At the time of writing, the world record

module efficiency has been further increased by Kyocera

using another MWT technology (17.3%) [10] and Schott

Solar using H-pattern PERC design (17.6%) [11].

Cost calculations for the ECN-MWT module show PV

module direct manufacturing costs of about 1s/Wp, which

is needed to enable grid parity [12]. Also, the IEC

certificate 61215 was obtained for this method of module

manufacturing [13].

2. ECN-MWT CELL AND MODULE
PROCESSING

Industrial ECN-MWT cell processing, which is based on

screen-printing, closely resembles conventional industrial

Figure 1. Problems in H-pattern module fabrication: series

resistance in fingers and interconnection material (1), increase

of shading losses if more busbars are used (2), cell bowing (3),

cell breakage at edges (4), and at soldering points (5).

Figure 2. Photograph of a 243 cm2 back-contacted MWT cell.

Figure 3. Illustration of a cross-section of the MWT cell. More details can be found in Refs. [1,5,6].
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H-pattern processing; the main differences are the laser

drilling, metallization, and isolation of the holes. The cell

process flow is given in Table I.

Cell manufacturing of the ECN-MWT cell starts with

laser drilling of the holes. Removal of saw and laser

damage is combined with a wet-chemical texturing step.

Subsequently, emitter formation is carried out by high-

temperature phosphorus diffusion. After glass removal and

cleaning, a SiNx:H anti-reflection and passivation coating

is applied on the front side of thewafer. Metallization of the

front side, the holes and the rear side is done by screen-

printing. The contacts are formed by a short high-

temperature step (peak firing). The final step is laser

isolation of the edge and around the holes.

The module process flow is giving in Table II. Module

manufacturing using our automated pilot line has been

reported before [14]. An illustrative image of a cell in the

module, which shows the placement of the different

components, is given in Figure 4.

Up to the lamination step, ECN-MWT module building

is 3–8 times faster as compared to conventional H-pattern

module build, using tabber-stringer. Process steps 1–6 can

each be performed within 1min for a 60-cell module.

The module build begins with the placement of a

patterned conductive foil to a carrier plate using vacuum.

The CA, which realizes the electrical contact between the

foil and metallization of the cell, is printed on the foil. The

rear-side encapsulant is perforated at the positions where

the CA is printed to allow contact with the cells and is

placed on the foil. Subsequently, the cells are individually

picked from a stack by a robot and placed on the foil such

that the contacts on the cell make contact with the CA. As a

last step before lamination the sheet of encapsulant and

glass is placed on the front side of the cells. During

lamination the cells are encapsulated by the encapsulant

and the CA is cured simultaneously, which secures the

electric contact between the cells and the foil. This is

shown in Figure 5. The module is finalized by the

placement of the junction box and frame.

3. EVOLUTION OF ECN-MWT
CELLS

To show the progress made with ECN-MWT the efficiency

distribution on mc-Si cells from the last 6 years is depicted

in Figure 6. It can be seen that since the first cells processed

in 2003 efficiencies rapidly increased due to various

improvements, which led to the definition of a ECN-MWT

industrial process flow in 2006. The process steps for this

flow are given in Table I. Further optimizations in the

process flow in 2008 and 2009 led to a top cell efficiency of

17.9%, an average cell efficiency of 17.8% on 36 cells, and

when integrated in module to a module efficiency on

aperture area of 17.0%. During the same time period wafer

size increased from 225 to 243 cm2 and cell thickness

decreased from 240 to 160mm. In the next section the

optimizations made relative to the process flow as defined

in 2006 are discussed.

4. ECN-MWT CELL PROCESS
OPTIMIZATION 2006–2009

The ECN-MWT processing has been optimized on several

aspects and these are described in this section. In all cases

Table I. Industrial H-pattern and ECN-MWT solar cell proces-

sing on 243 cm2 mc-Si wafers.

Process sequence mc-Si cells

Laser drilling of holes

Texture

Emitter formation

Glass removal and cleaning

Front-side SiNx:H deposition

Screen-printing of the Ag front side, Ag holes, Ag rear side,

and Al rear-side metallization

Simultaneous firing

Laser isolation around the holes and edge

The additional steps required to fabricate an ECN-MWT cell are printed

bold.

Table II. Industrial ECN-MWT solar module processing.

Process sequence ECN-MWT module

Placement interconnection foil

Screen printing conductive adhesive

Puncturing rear-side sheet of encapsulant and placement on foil

Pick and place of ECN-MWT cells

Placement of front-side sheet of encapsulant

Placement of glass

Lamination

Finishing module assembly (placement junction box and frame)

Figure 4. Illustrative image of the MWT module, showing the

placement of the different components.
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1–1.5V � cm 160mm thin mc-Si p-type cells, sized

156� 156mm2, were used, unless stated otherwise. The

current–voltage (IV) measurements on cells were per-

formed according to the ASTM-E948 standard [15] using

the class A solar simulator at ECN and were measured or

recalculated to the new spectrum as defined by Green et al.
[16]. Implied VOC and J0e were determined using a Sinton

Consulting WCT-120 lifetime tester [17,18]. SiNx:H bond

densities were determined using Fourier transform infrared

(FTIR) spectroscopy. The bond densities were calculated

by integrating the different absorption peaks over the

frequency. Reflectance was measured using an integrating

sphere.

4.1. Laser drilling of the holes

In the as-cut wafers 16 holes were drilled with a 355 nm

UV laser. The width variation in the hole was less than 10%

and the width variation from hole to hole was less than 2%.

The width of the hole is smaller than 500mm.

4.2. Texturing

In previous work it was shown that the use of an improved

acidic etch T2 for saw damage removal and surface

texturing results in a low reflection (Figures 7 and 8) [19].

This texture gave a relative increase of 3% in JSC
as compared to conventional acidic etch T1 on H-pattern

cells. The use of the improved texture gives a similar result

when applied on ECN-MWT cells.

4.3. Emitter

The emitter determines the diode characteristics of the cell.

VOC, JSC, and FF are to a large account dependent on

the emitter quality. To improve the diode characteristics

the emitter recombination current J0e needs to be reduced;

this will improve VOC and JSC. In Figure 9 the relationship
between JSC/J0e and VOC, using the ideal diode law relation

VOC � ln
JSC
Joe

� �
, is shown for different emitters as mea-

sured on textured neighboring p-type mc-Si wafers,

respectively, cells. It is noted that the determination of

J0e on neighboring mc-Si wafers as has been done here

only serves to obtain a relative comparison and does not

give an absolute value of J0e, as this also includes material

Figure 5. During lamination both the encapsulant and CA are cured.

Figure 6. ECN-MWT efficiency throughout the years. When

required, efficiencies are recalculated to the new spectrum as

defined by Green [16]

Figure 7. Reflectance of improved texture T2 as textured.
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properties. It is also noted that the ideal diode law is

not directly applicable to real solar cells. We use only the

general relation between VOC, JSC, and J0e described in the
ideal diode law.

A high recombination is related to a high concentration

of phosphorus in the emitter. Increasingly higher doping

levels result in increasingly higher Auger recombination

[20]. Additionally, precipitates can form, band gap narrow-

ing occurs and crystal defects are formed at high-diffusion

temperatures [21]. Reduction of the doping level will thus

result in a lower recombination and therefore higher VOC

and JSC. However, a high-phosphorus doping concen-

tration is required to secure a good contact with the

metallization and to obtain a high FF. The relationship

between the phosphorus surface concentration and the FF

that was found for our emitters is depicted in Figure 10.

Relatively simple optimization of the emitter can be

done by reducing the depth of the highly doped region. In

Figure 11, SIMS-plots are shown of two emitters, both

having a high P-surface concentration. The in-line emitter

has a J0e of 450 fA/cm
2 as measured on texturedmc-Si. The

second one is a POCL3 tube furnace emitter with a J0e of

275 fA/cm2. This lower J0e is due to a significant decrease

in dopant concentration at depths 30–70 nm from the

surface. This gave an increase of 0.5% absolute in cell

efficiency, while the FF remained at 78%. The cell results

are presented in Table III.

4.4. SiNx:H

SiNx:H layers are commonly used as an anti-reflection

coating. Additionally, the SiNx:H provides bulk passivation

by diffusion of hydrogen from the layer in the silicon

and gives excellent surface passivation on n-type doped

emitters due to both field and defect passivation. The

composition of SiNx:H can be optimized to obtain both

good light coupling and optimal passivating qualities.

The light coupling parameters (refractive index, thickness,

and low absorption) can be optimized to the texture, the

IQE of the cell and the glass, and encapsulant used in

the module fabrication. The amount of bulk passivation

required depends on the wafer quality, while the required

surface passivation depends on the texture and emitter.

The SiNx:H layers were deposited using in-line Micro

Wave Remote PECVD system.

Figure 8. Reflectance of improved texture T2 when coated

with SiNx:H.

Figure 9. The relationship between JSC/J0e and VOC.

Figure 10. The relationship between doping concentration of

phosphorus on the surface and the FF.

Figure 11. SIMS profiles of two emitters: a conventional indus-

trial emitter and an improved emitter.
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Low-quality mc-Si material needs very good bulk

passivation to achieve maximum cell results; the bulk

passivation property of the layer can be related to the Si�N

bond density, the optimum value was found by Romijn

et al. [22] to be between 1.2� 1023 and 1.3� 1023 cm�3 as

shown in Figure 12. Lower Si�N bond densities correlate

with a lower density and higher hydrogen content, whereas,

higher Si�N bond densities correlate with a higher density

and lower hydrogen content [23,24]. A SiNx:H with higher

hydrogen content gives a very good surface passivation, but

a more dense structure is required to avoid too much

out diffusion of H to the environment instead of to the Si

bulk. Very good material quality (FZ material) does not

desire any bulk passivation and the (implied) VOC depends

primarily on the surface passivation. This requires

lower Si�N bond densities below 1.15� 1023 cm�3. In

good quality mc-Si material a balance between bulk and

surface passivation is called for and that this is the case can

be seen in Figure 12. An optimum over a broad range for

the Si�N bond density can be seen from 1.05� 1023 to

1.35� 1023 cm�3.

By fine tuning the Si�N bond density as well as the light

coupling parameters to the wafer quality, texture, emitter,

IQE of the cell, and the module components specific for

high-efficiency ECN-MWT cells, a gain in efficiency was

achieved of at least 0.1% absolute compared to a broader

range optimized SiNx:H.

4.5. Emitter contacting

Emitter optimization is closely related to a good emitter

contact. VOC and FF can be reduced due to increased

recombination at the metal–Si interface. Different screen

print pastes show different behavior. In Figures 13 and 14

this influence can clearly be seen in a comparison

between two pastes on emitters with varying phosphorus

surface concentration. Paste II shows a significantly higher

JSC�VOC, indicating that the recombination is lower at the

interface between paste and emitter, while for Paste II this

recombination is a clear dominant factor reducing the

efficiency. In the experiment, the two pastes gave similar

FF and also the line conductivity, width, and height were

comparable [25]. A reduction in JSC�VOC was observed

when the phosphorus doping level of the emitter became

too low. This can be related to a too bad contact and lower

FF [26].

4.6. Metal-wrap-through

The most significant difference between a ECN-MWTand

an H-pattern cell is the metallization through the hole. By

Table III. Cell parameters of neighboring H-pattern cells using

two different emitters.

Average of

nine cells

JSC

(mA/cm2)

VOC

(mV)

FF Efficiency

(%)

Improved emitter 34.5 615 0.780 16.6

Conventional emitter 34.0 605 0.781 16.1

Figure 12. VOC–VOC (max) of mc-Si solar cells versus the Si�N

bond density for lower and better mc-Si wafer quality and implied

VOC–VOC (max) for half-fabricated FZ p-type wafers. Closed

symbols: nitrides using N2 as precursor gas; open symbols:

nitrides using NH3 as precursor gas. The lines are guides to

the eye.

Figure 13. JSC�VOC as function of the P-surface concentration

using two different front-side pastes on neighboring mc-Si cells.

Figure 14. FF as a function of the P-surface concentration using

two different front-side pastes on neighboring mc-Si cells.
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improving the conductivity through the holes by optimiz-

ing the metallization, the FF was significantly enhanced

as shown in previous work [27]. The metallization was

improved by using the innovative plug paste which fills the

hole with Ag. The increase in FF relative to the original

ECN-MWT metallization as defined in 2006 (reference) is

indicated in the Box–Whisker plot shown in Figure 15.

The improved distribution of the FF is mostly related to

significantly better process stability. The use of the plug

paste is not limiting the FF as values up to 0.787 have been

obtained with our ECN-MWT concept.

4.7. Rear-side aluminum

The Al metallization on the rear side has the triple function

of being the rear conductor, rear reflector, and rear-side

passivation layer through the back-surface-field (BSF)

formation. Also, a good contact with the Ag rear pads

needs to be realized, as these will be the connection points

to the module foil. In Figures 16 and 17 the results of a

comparison study between different Al pastes are shown.

The use of pastes I and II resulted in an efficiency gain

of 0.3 and 0.2% absolute as compared to paste III. The gain

was found in both JSC and VOC. In the EQE, IQE,

and reflection data an increase in the red response (starting

at �900 nm) was observed. The improvements in rear-side

reflection for pastes I and II accounted for, respectively,

relatively 0.5 and 0.3% increase in JSC relative to paste III.

The remainder of the efficiency increase is due to

improvements in the BSF passivating quality as indicated

by the IQE, shown in Figure 17. These improvements

can be related to the quality of the pastes, for example, the

Al particle size. The Al particle size was significantly

larger for paste II compared to paste I (unknown for paste

III), while the Al percentage within the pastes was

comparable and the amount of paste applied similar. Pastes

containing smaller Al particles have been shown to give a

more homogeneous BSF and, therefore, higher JSC [28].

4.8. Isolation

Isolation of the diode by laser scribing is a conventional

method in industry. Also chemical isolation is sometimes

used as it typically leads to higher cell efficiencies. For the

ECN-MWT cell, the edges and the holes need to be

isolated. This means that not only the total length of laser

grooves and the associated recombination is increased,

but also that these recombination areas are positioned

throughout the cell’s surface and not only at the edges.

Reduction of the laser damage is thus important to improve

cell output, as shown in Figure 18. For the ECN-MWT

cells, the standard laser processing was optimized and

compared to chemical isolation. Optimizing the standard

laser process led to an enhanced FF. This can be explained

by reduced laser damage as the optimized laser grooves are

narrower (from 100 to 30mm) and shallower (from 20 to

6mm). Microscopic images of the two laser grooves are

shown in Figure 19. The chemical isolation gave an even

better performance and led to the best fill and pseudo-fill

factor.

Figure 15. A significant improvement in FF is found when the

holes are filled with an innovative plug paste as shown in this

Box–Whisker plot.

Figure 16. Efficiency of the different pastes.

Figure 17. IQE ratio relative to paste III.
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4.9. Front-side metallization pattern

The front-side metallization pattern can be optimized

when the following parameters are known: base resistance,

emitter resistance, emitter contact resistance, line resis-

tivity, line width, and expected JSC and VOC (based on

material quality and the used cell processes). Using these

as input parameters and optimal pattern for the ECN-MWT

cells was calculated, which gave a relative reduction in the

front-side metallization area of close to 20% compared to

the pattern as defined in 2006. This allowed an increase in

JSC�VOC of 0.3% absolute.

4.10. Integration of optimized steps

Integration of all the optimized process steps, indicated

by steps 1–7 in Figure 20 and Table IV, should lead to

an increase of close to 1.8% absolute as compared to the

ECN-MWT process flow as defined in 2006. The average

ECN-MWT cell efficiency in 2006 was 15.5%, therefore,

average cell efficiencies of 17.3% were to be expected.

Integration of the found optimizations led to an average

cell efficiency of 17.6% over 81 cells. This is an

improvement of 2.1% absolute since 2006. The best cell

had an efficiency of 17.9%. The cell efficiencies are shown

in Figure 21. The wafer material was p-type mc-Si

provided by REC, sized 156� 156mm2 with a base

resistivity of 1–1.5V � cm; the cell thickness was 160mm.

The wafer material was optimized by lowering the

dislocation density. Two main reasons can be given for

the discrepancy between the calculated 1.8% and the

obtained 2.1%. These are the improved material quality

and the positively mutual reinforcement of the multiple

improvements.

Figure 18. Different isolation methods and their effect on

the FF.

Figure 19. Left: Laser groove of standard laser. The groove is 100mm wide and 20mm deep. Right: Laser groove of optimized laser.

The groove is 30mm wide and 6mm deep.

Figure 20. Locations of different optimizations in the ECN-

MWT concept. Explanation of numbers is given in Table IV.
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5. 17% MODULE EFFICIENCY

From the 81 processed cells, 36 cells were selected and

integrated in a 9� 4 ECN-MWT module. The module

efficiency of 17% was independently confirmed by JRC-

ESTI. Cell and module efficiencies are given in Table V.

The module aperture area was 0.8885m2. Multiple ECN-

MWT modules were manufactured at ECN with 100%

yield, also when thinner cells of 120mm were used [29]. A

photo of a 60-cells mc-Si ECN-MWT module is shown in

Figure 22.

The light coupling parameters of the cell are optimized

for use under glass, allowing a higher JSC in the module.

Additionally, a special coating provided by Royal DSM

N.V. was applied on the glass improving the light coupling

even further, this increased JSC with 1.6% absolute. As the

packing ratio is not 100% in the module a very small loss of

1.4% in JSC was found due to the packing ratio of close to

99%. Consequently, the JSC of the cells before encapsula-

tion is comparable to the JSC of the finished module. A

small loss of only 3% in FF was found due to the low

resistance losses in the module components. The spectral

response (SR) of an ECN-MWT cell and the module are

given in Figure 23. It can be seen that the SRs are very

similar, as is expected from the processing and the similar

JSC. At wavelengths shorter than 400 nm there are

additional losses in the module. This loss can be explained

by the absorption in the EVA (see below as well).

Main losses in the ECN-MWT cell, compared to an

idealized but simple SR, are related to recombination at the

Table IV. When separate gains in efficiency are added, an

absolute increase in efficiency of 1.8% can be expected relative

to the industrial process flow as defined in 2006.

No. Process step Absolute

gain in

efficiency (%)

1 Improve texture and lower reflection 0.3

2 Improve SiNx:H anti-reflection coating 0.1

3a Improve emitter contact 0.15

3b Improve front-side metallization pattern 0.3

4 Improve emitter 0.5

5 Improve conductivity in holes 0.15

6 Improve p-type contact 0.1

7 Improve isolation 0.2

Total 1.8

Figure 21. Cell efficiencies of MWT cells on REC material.

Table V. Cell and module efficiencies.

Area (cm2) JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) FF Efficiency (%)

Best cell 243.36 36.41 0.632 0.778 17.9

Average 36 cells before encapsulation 243.36 36.37 0.631 0.774 17.8

Average 36 cells after encapsulation 243.36 36.94 0.630 0.750 17.2

Module (aperture area) 8885 36.41 22.67 0.750 17.0

Cell efficiencies are measured with a class A solar simulator at ECN and module efficiency is independently measured by JRC-ESTI.

Figure 22. Photograph of a 60-cells mc-Si ECN-MWT module.
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surfaces, in the emitter and in the bulk of the cell, and to the

non-optimal light confinement. Recombination at the front

surface and in the emitter, and absorption in the SiNx:H

reduce the response below 550 nm. The non-optimal

bulk of the cell and rear-side properties (reflection and

passivation) reduce the response for wavelengths above

900 nm.

6. LOSSES AND GAINS

Characterization of the high-efficiency ECN-MWT cells

and the 17.0%module indicated three main topics in which

a significant gain in efficiency can be obtained for the used

material:

(1) Transmission of light to improve JSC.
(2) Emitter recombination to improve JSC and VOC.

(3) Rear-side passivation and reflection to improve JSC
and VOC.

6.1. Transmission of light

The transmission of light is reduced by several factors: on

the module side by the reflection and absorption of the

module glass and EVA, on the cell side by the reflection

and absorption of the SiNx, and by the reflection at the cell

surface.

Reflection losses on the module side can be reduced

with an anti-reflection coating on the glass. The 17%

module had a special anti-reflection coating from Royal

DSM N.V. which gave a gain of 1.6% relative in JSC.
Absorption in the module is mostly related to EVA,

which is used in conventional module manufacturing. EVA

absorbs all light of wavelengths below 400 nm, which

accounts a 1–2% relative loss in JSC [30]. Replacing EVA

with another encapsulant which absorbs significantly

less, like silicone, can give a gain of 0.7–1.1% relative

in JSC depending on the quality of the glass and the

response of the cell at short wavelength [31].

To reduce the reflection losses on the cell side an

improved texture was used which increased JSC with 3%

relative as compared to conventional texturing [19]. To

reduce reflections further, a stack of SiNx layers with

varying refractive indices can give an increase in JSC.
Modeling shows that an increase of at least 2% relative in

JSC on module level can be expected relative to the SiNx

layer currently used.

6.2. Emitter recombination

Emitter recombination can be reduced by integrating a

selective emitter concept in the ECN-MWT processing.

A selective emitter consists of a highly doped P emitter

under the metal fingers to secure a good contact, while the

P dopant level between the fingers is significantly reduced.

With good surface passivation, reduction of the dopant

level in the emitter results in a significant reduction of J0e
and, therefore, significant increase in VOC. An increase in

JSC of 1% relative can be expected as compared to the

current emitter, but is negligible on module level as all light

of wavelengths below 400 nmwill be absorbed by the EVA.

As described above, only a significant gain on module can

be expected if a different encapsulant, like silicone, is used.

Based on modeling, the gain in VOC can be expected to be

up to 5% relative if the emitter recombination (including

the surface) is the only limiting factor for the VOC.

6.3. Rear-side passivation and reflection

The rear side can be improved by replacing the Al-BSF

with a passivating layer with a very high reflection. A SiOx/

SiNx or SiOx/AlOx coating improves the rear-side

reflection from 77% to 90–95%, improving the JSC with

2.5% relative [32]. Combined with the improved rear-side

passivation, a total increase in JSC of 3–4% has already

been demonstrated. Due to the improved passivation also

the VOC improves slightly around 1–2% relative [33–35].

Combining the different optimization steps can lead to

efficiencies of over 20% on cell level and over 19% on

module level. For mc-Si, 20.3% cell efficiency was

demonstrated by Schultz et al. [36] on small area and using

special laboratory processes.

7. CONCLUSION

Improvements on all steps in the cell processing resulted in

an efficiency increase of more than 2% absolute since

2006. The average efficiency of more than 80 mc-Si ECN-

MWT cells, sized 243 cm2, is 17.6% with a top efficiency

of 17.9%.

Using 36 of these cells that had an average efficiency of

17.8% a high-module efficiency was obtained of 17.0%,

which was the world record end 2009 and early 2010 in his

category. Also various modules were made, also using

thinner cells, with 100% yield.

Figure 23. SR of a MWT cell and the MWT module. Also given

is the idealized and simplified SR (QE¼ 1).
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In the future, further improvements can be made in

the ECN-MWT process flow by improving the front-

and rear-side reflection and reducing the emitter and

rear-side recombination. With these improvements cell

efficiencies over 20% and module efficiencies over 19%

are within reach.
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